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**Picture Books**

Bennett, Kelly  
**My Dads**
A young girl describes how her life differs depending on whether she is with her real dad or stepdad. A positive look at a common issue affecting many children.

Birkett, Georgie  
**Lila Pirate**
Lila proves that girls can be just as good at being a pirate as a boy, and with her animal friends she has a very exciting time.

Blake, Quentin  
**Angelica Sprocket’s Pockets**
A lady can never have enough pockets as Angelica Sprocket will demonstrate to the delight of all her friends.

Burlingham, Abi  
**Ruby and Grub**
Grub is a rather messy dog, adored by Ruby, not so adored by her parents. So Grub has to go to Uncle Tom’s but somehow life is not the same without him.

Donaldson, Julia  
**What the Ladybird Heard**
Being noisy isn’t always the answer. It’s the very quiet ladybird who manages to thwart the plans of the two robbers who are after the farmer’s prize cow. Cunning will always win the day.

French, Vivian  
**Polly’s Pink Pyjamas**
Polly lives in her pink pyjamas but can’t wear them to her friend’s party. So she borrows things from her other friends but ends up looking a bit of a mess. Fortunately, her pyjamas turn out to be just perfect after all.

Graham, Bob  
**April Underhill, Tooth Fairy**
April Underhill and her little sister Esme are sent on their first mission to collect a tooth and leave some money. It’s a very daring adventure with some unexpected hazards to overcome on the mission.

Lum, Kate  
**Princesses are Not Perfect**
Can you be good at more than one thing? Three princesses swap jobs for a day but find that changing is not always as easy as they thought. And everyone is good at something.

McQuinn, Anna  
**Sleep Sheep**
Sylvie can’t sleep and her sheep don’t seem to want to help. Instead of doing calming things, they want to swim, rollerblade and so on. Will Sylvie ever calm them down?

Pichon, Liz  
**Real Story of Cinderella and the Ugly Sisters**
Far from being the poor relation, Cinderella is beautiful but also spoilt and rude. So when she fails to heed the advice of her Fairy Godfather at the ball, she has a very nasty surprise awaiting her.
Sharkey, Niamh
On the Road with Mavis and Marge
Mavis and Marge fancy a change and an adventure and they certainly have that with the help of people they meet on the way. But every cow realises that there is no place like home in the end.

Thomas, Valerie
Winnie in Space
Winnie has always wanted to go to space and when you have a magic wand, you can make it happen. But Winnie and Wilbur encounter a few technical difficulties involving some space rabbits who eat metal.

Picture Books for Older Readers

Carroll, Lewis
Alice in Wonderland
A lovely picture book version of this classic tale may inspire some new readers, (retold by Emma Chichester Clark).

Grey, Mini
Three by the Sea
Dog, cat and mouse live happily by the sea until a stranger arrives offering special gifts. But he also brings discontent until the animals realise that they are better off working as a team.

Hodgkinson, Leigh
Scrummy!
Sunny McCloud imagines that her family are like her favourite foods. She has great fun trying to work out what they all might be to fit into her sandwich but also finds that all families are a little bit peculiar.

Kitamura, Satoshi
Millie’s Marvellous Hat
When Millie can’t afford a hat she sees in a shop, the shopkeeper shows her how, with a bit of imagination, she can have any hat she wants.

First Steps

Blackford, Andy
Stormy Night
Ruby and her toy animals get scared during a stormy night. But she is a girl with fortitude and calms everyone down.

Bryant, Ann
Ruth Tells the Truth
Ruth is rather good at making up stories but is her mum clever enough to tell a fib from the truth?

Graves, Sue
Cake for Tea
Mum and Molly decide to make a cake for when Gran visits but things don’t go quite according to plan.

Next Steps

Dolan, Penny
Mrs Bootle’s Boots
What do you do in school with all the lost odd boots? Mrs Bootle together with Ollie and Emma discover some novel uses for all those boots.

Postgate, Daniel
AbracaDebra
Debra comes from a talented circus family but she seems to have missed out. Then Debra’s special talents are revealed - she can do magic.
Wallace, Karen
Mirror, Mirror!
The Queen’s magic mirror tells her she is no longer the loveliest in the land. It is up to Princess PJ to save the day with a royal makeover.

Children’s Fiction

Bearn, Emily
Seaside Adventure
Tuntum and Nutmeg leave their home for a holiday at the seaside but as usual adventure seems to follow them. A good read aloud story not just for girls.

Bradman, Tony
Wicked Stepmother Helps Out
What happened to the Wicked Stepmother when Cinderella was married off and she had no one to bully? Cinderella has to find a new role for her former enemy.

Cassidy, Cathy
Daizy Star and the Pink Guitar
Daizy is in Year 6 and has an interesting family. Her father has lots of strange schemes, like moving to Malawi. What can Daizy do to bring him to his senses? Enjoyable family story from this popular author.

Fernald, Karin
Dumpy Princess
The Dumpy princess is Queen Victoria (before she became Queen). A bit like Horrible Histories but not so horrible. Either good for a story or as some background reading on the Victorians.

Gardner, Lyn
Into the Woods
A Lemony Snicket for girls. Three sisters have to evade the strange Dr Dewilde by escaping into the woods where they encounter all sorts of perils. A good adventure story.

Howard, Martin
Wickedest Witch
First in a series about Witch Esmeila Sniff and her apprentice Sam. Esmeila is trying her best to become the Wickedest Witch after the death of the previous incumbent. Can Sam help her?

Kessler, Liz
Philippa Fisher and the Dream Maker’s Daughter
A fairy story for older readers, Philippa has a fairy godsister, Daisy, who helps Philippa when a friend she meets on holiday needs some moral support. A lovely story to move onto from Rainbow Fairies.

Lacey, Josh
Three Diamonds and a Donkey
A group of children are on holiday in Marrakech when a robbery takes place. Can the children solve the mystery? A good adventure story, if rather far-fetched at times.

Lingard, Joan
Eleventh Orphan
Set in Victorian England, Elfie finds herself staying at the Pig and Whistle pub as the Eleventh Orphan. But there is a mystery surrounding her background and she and the other children try to find out why she possesses a painting of the pub. A good adventure story with a very engaging main character.
Riddell, Chris
Ottoline at Sea
Ottoline lives by herself with only Mr Munroe (who is rather small and hairy) for company. When Mr Munroe goes off travelling leaving only a strange clue, Ottoline has to go and find him and bring him home. Unusual but with short chapters and lots of illustrations, this series is worth a try.

Roberts, Marion
Mostly Sunny with a Chance of Storms
Sunny lives with her mother and sister Willow quite happily. Then when Mum announces that they are moving to her late mother’s old house, Sunny knows that things are going to change and perhaps not for the better. Can Sunny deal with the changes that are about to befall her and come out the other side?

Ryan, Margaret
Roodica the Rude and the Chariot Challenge
Ignore the history, this is just a great fun story about a girl who is determined to beat the Romans at anything, in this case a chariot race. Very enjoyable for newly emergent readers.

Stringer, Helen
Last Ghost
12 year old Belladonna Johnson can see ghosts, even those of her dead parents. But when the ghosts start disappearing from her world, Belladonna and her friend Steve have to go to the Other World to find out why. An imaginative start to a new series.

Strong, Jeremy
Batpants!
Batpants is an orang-utan who lives with the Goodhart family. Mrs Goodhart is a stuntwoman and the whole family travel to see her in action but is there sabotage afoot and can Batpants save the day? A very funny story from this popular author.

Umansky, Kaye
Clover Twig and the Perilous Path
Clover Twig works for Mrs Eckles who happens to be a witch. Join her on her often funny adventures as the Perilous Path makes an appearance in the forest and then Clover’s baby brother disappears. Has he gone for a walk on the path that leads to nowhere? Hugely entertaining read.

Valentine, Jenny
Iggy & Me on Holiday
A series of short stories about Flo and her small sister Iggie. Perfect for newly independent readers, lots of fun and not too long.
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